Help for the DataGen Spreadsheet

- **Help** is how you got here.

- **(enter title here)** allows you to name a spreadsheet. Simply type over these words. This is useful if you wish to print your data; the title appears on the printed output.

- Date and time are updated automatically. The date and time appear on the printed output.

- Variable names (**Variable 1** through **Variable 5**) can be changed by clicking **Rename variable** in the **DataGen Control Button** palette.

- Cells are highlighted by clicking and dragging with the mouse. Clicking any variable name will highlight all 200 cells in the DataGen Spreadsheet column.

- Clicking any variable name will highlight all 200 cells in the DataGen Spreadsheet column.

- Cells are designed to contain numeric values; statistics based on these values are automatically calculated and displayed in the **Descriptive Statistics window** and the **Statistics window**.

**FAQ:**

Q: Can I make the DataGen spreadsheet wider than five columns or taller than 200 rows?
A: No. The size of the DataGen Spreadsheet is fixed: 5 columns, 200 rows. You may use other Excel spreadsheet columns to insert values into the any of the 5 DataGen Spreadsheet columns. If you need more than 200 rows, then you must use the full Excel.